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ABSTRACT: Despite tremendous efforts toward fabrication of three-dimensional
macrostructures of two-dimensional (2D) materials, the existing approaches still lack
sufficient control over microscopic (morphology, porosity, pore size) and
macroscopic (shape, size) properties of the resulting structures. In this work, a facile
fabrication method for the wet-chemical assembly of carbon 2D nanomaterials into
macroscopic networks of interconnected, hollow microtubes is introduced. As
demonstrated for electrochemically exfoliated graphene, graphene oxide, and reduced
graphene oxide, the approach allows for the preparation of highly porous (> 99.9%)
and lightweight (<2 mg cm−3) aeromaterials with tailored porosity and pore size as
well as tailorable shape and size. The unique tubelike morphology with high aspect
ratio enables ultralow-percolation-threshold graphene composites (0.03 S m−1, 0.05
vol%) which even outperform most of the carbon nanotube-based composites, as well
as highly conductive aeronetworks (8 S m−1, 4 mg cm−3). On top of that, long-term
compression cycling of the aeronetworks demonstrates remarkable mechanical stability over 10 000 cycles, even though no
chemical cross-linking is employed. The developed strategy could pave the way for fabrication of various macrostructures of 2D
nanomaterials with defined shape, size, as well as micro- and nanostructure, crucial for numerous applications such as batteries,
supercapacitors, and filters.
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■ INTRODUCTION
Since its discovery in 2004,1 the two-dimensional (2D) carbon
nanomaterial (NM) graphene has attracted great attention
owing to its extraordinary properties such as extremely high
electron mobility,1−3 outstanding elasticity and stiffness,4 and
exceptionally high thermal conductivity.5 To utilize these
properties in practical applications (e.g., gas sensing,6,7
batteries,8,9 supercapacitors10,11) on a large scale, however, it
is crucial to develop methods for controlled, cost-effective
assembly of single- or few-layer graphene sheets into
macroscopic networks with defined morphology. Tremendous
effort has already been put into fabrication of macrostructures
of 2D carbon nanomaterials,12 and two main approaches,
either based on dry or wet chemistry, have evolved in recent
years. Dry-chemistry-based methods typically involve the use
of nickel (Ni) foams with fixed architecture (porosity, pore
size) and geometry, which are converted into macroscopic,
high-quality graphene foams using a chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) process in the gas phase.13,14 Wet-chemistry-based
methods comprise self-assembly of graphene sheets from the
solution into macroscopic three-dimensional (3D) networks
and offer scalability, high yield, and cost-effectiveness.12 Here,
many promising routes have been explored,15,16 but the most
common ones are hydrothermal/solvothermal-,17,18 cross-
linking-,19,20 and chemical reduction21,22-based assemblies.
Despite significant efforts toward the development of low-
cost and high-yield techniques for fabrication of macroscopic
networks with tailorable micro- and macrostructures, it
remains a great challenge. The existing approaches still lag
behind these complex requirements and meet them only
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partially, e.g., defined morphology provided by Ni foams in
dry-chemistry-based techniques,13 or low cost and high yield in
wet-chemistry-based assemblies.21 Furthermore, the prepara-
tion of macrostructures with both tunable porosity and pore
size, and tailored macroscopic geometries has not yet been
realized and is of high importance for applications that require
strict sample geometries and porosities, such as in the fields of
energy storage,9,11 tissue engineering,23,24 and gas detec-
tion.6,25
The here introduced versatile strategy for the wet-chemical
assembly of 2D carbon nanomaterials allows their shaping into
cubic centimeter-sized, macroscopic networks of intercon-
nected, hollow microtubes with a wall thickness well below 10
nm. The fabrication process is based on a highly porous (up to
98%) ceramic template composed of interconnected microrods
(length ∼25 μm, diameter ∼1 μm), featuring a framework-like
structure with open porosity and large free volume. Filling of
the template with nanomaterial dispersions results in an
assembly process during which the 2D nanomaterials
uniformly coat the network of microrods. Removal of the
template and critical point drying (CPD) yield freestanding
and extremely lightweight (∼2 mg cm−3) carbon 3D networks.
To date, this counterintuitive effect of assembling nanoma-
terials wet-chemically into frameworks of interconnected
microtubes is only known from one-dimensional structures
like carbon nanotubes (CNTs).26 In this work, the process is
demonstrated for different 2D nanomaterial systems, including
electrochemically exfoliated graphene (EG), graphene oxide
(GO), as well as reduced graphene oxide (rGO). Since the
term “aerogel”, which is commonly used for wet-chemically
fabricated 3D carbon structures, is not appropriate for the
developed networks, the terms “aeromaterials” and “aeronet-
works” are interchangeably used in this work.
Even though no chemical cross-linking is employed during
the fabrication, the tubular networks reveal high mechanical
stability and conductivity while maintaining a high open
porosity (>99.9%). Long-term compression cycling of the
three different carbon aeronetworks was performed, demon-
strating high mechanical stability of Aero-GO and Aero-rGO
over 10 000 compression cycles at 33% strain. Electrical
characterization of prepared Aero-EG and EG composites with
varying graphene concentration revealed high conductivity (8
S m−1 at 4 mg cm−3) and an ultralow percolation threshold of
0.05 vol.%. In contrast to other wet-chemical preparation
Figure 1. Wet-chemical assembly of graphene sheets into tubular, macroscopic 3D networks: (a) Infiltration of a highly porous and
superhydrophilic template with an aqueous dispersion of graphene sheets, leading to a nanomaterial assembly on the surface of the template (scale
bar: 6 mm). (b) After wet-chemical etching of the ceramic template, the resulting macroscopic sample constitutes a highly porous (>99.9%)
network of interconnected, hollow microtubes with nanoscopic wall thickness. The inset photograph shows an ultralightweight graphene
aeronetwork (2 mg cm−3) attached to a piece of paper.
Figure 2. Large-scale fabrication of versatile templates: (a) Loose powder of tetrapodal ZnO (t-ZnO) microparticles is pressed into tablets using a
mold. Variation of t-ZnO mass and template volume enables tuning of porosity up to 98%. (b) High-temperature annealing results in macroscopic
frameworks constituting interconnected microrods. Templates with various geometries can be fabricated by adjusting the shape of the mold. (c−e)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a ceramic template with 94% porosity, showing the freestanding network with interconnections
among individual microrods formed after high-temperature annealing.
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methods, the here presented approach results in a defined and
open-porous structure with an unique set of properties that
usually can only be obtained by CVD processes. Additionally,
the deployment of a template enables fabrication of frame-
work-like structures that can be easily tailored on the
macroscopic (dimensions, geometry) scale as well as on the
microscopic (porosity, pore size) scale. This is crucial for the
development of aeromaterials with tunable properties, which
fulfill the complex requirements of the various potential
applications, e.g., batteries,8,27 supercapacitors,9,11 gas detec-
tors,6,25 and 3D scaffolds for tissue regeneration.23,28
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Wet-Chemical Assembly of Graphene Sheets into
Interconnected Microtubes. The general concept of this
work for the fabrication of carbon 2D nanomaterial-based
aeromaterials is illustrated in Figure 1. After wet-chemical
infiltration of a superhydrophilic and open-porous template
with an aqueous dispersion of graphene sheets (Figure 1a), the
nanomaterials assemble uniformly on the surface of the entire
template. As shown in Figure 1b, the subsequent wet-chemical
template removal results in a macroscopic and highly porous
(>99.9%) network of interconnected, hollow graphene micro-
tubes with nanoscopic wall thickness (∼10 nm). The extremely
high porosity and associated low density (<2 mg cm−3) of the
resulting structure are indicated in the inset of Figure 1b,
which shows a graphene aeronetwork being only attached to
the cellulose fibers of a piece of paper.
Versatile Ceramic Templates. The unique microtube-
based morphology of the fabricated aeromaterials originates
from the employed ceramic templates (Figure 2), which enable
a precise control over porosity, pore size, and geometry of the
final aeronetworks. The fabrication of these templates follows a
bottom-up approach.
Using the so-called flame transport synthesis,29,30 a high
yield of loose tetrapod-shaped zinc oxide (t-ZnO) powder
(photograph in Figure 2a) is synthesized. Recently, this
process has been upscaled, allowing for large-scale synthesis
of t-ZnO, as shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information).
For template fabrication, a defined amount of t-ZnO powder is
then pressed into pellets with desired volume using a rigid
mold, as schematically shown in Figure 2a. During the
subsequent high-temperature annealing step (5 h at 1150
°C), random connection points between the single tetrapod
arms form and yield a freestanding, macroscopic network
composed of interconnected ZnO tetrapods with enhanced
mechanical stability.31 Combined with the large-scale synthesis
of t-ZnO, a large variety of templates with different geometries
and dimensions can be easily produced by changing the shape
of the used mold. A selection of various template shapes is
presented in Figure 2b. Besides the size and shape of the
templates, the porosity (or density) can also be tailored from
50 up to 98% by changing the initial amount of t-ZnO powder
for a given volume of the template. This is demonstrated in
Figure S2a−c (Supporting Information) by a representative
selection of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of t-
ZnO networks with increasing density, ranging from 0.3 g
cm−3 (corresponding to 94% porosity) to 1.5 g cm−3 (73%
porosity). Accordingly, the pore size decreases with decreasing
porosity of the template, while the pore size distribution
remains narrow and cannot be tailored considerably.
Exemplary, SEM images of a highly porous (94%) t-ZnO
network are shown in Figure 2c−e with increasing
magnification. Since this structure represents a framework of
randomly distributed, interconnected microrods with diame-
ters of 1−3 μm and lengths of 20−30 μm, it possesses a
continuous and large free volume, which is accessible from the
outside. In conjunction with the hydrophilic surface of t-ZnO,
the network can be infiltrated and, thereby, completely filled
with various 2D nanomaterial dispersions, which is essential for
the here presented fabrication approach of carbon nanoma-
terial-based aeromaterials.
Template-Mediated Assembly of 2D Nanomaterials.
The wet-chemical infiltration of the self-engineered t-ZnO
template and the associated assembly of 2D nanomaterials on
the surface of the entire macroscopic framework are presented
in Figure 3. In this simple deposition method, a dispersion of
2D nanomaterials is dribbled on a highly porous t-ZnO
template, as shown for an aqueous EG dispersion in the
sequence of photographs in Figure 3a. Due to the hydrophilic
surface of t-ZnO and the high porosity of the template, the
water-based dispersion is soaked up readily and fills
continuously more free volume of the network with
progressing infiltration (Video S1, Supporting Information).
Figure 3. Template-mediated assembly of 2D carbon nanomaterials:
(a) Sequence of photographs showing the infiltration of a t-ZnO
template with an aqueous dispersion of exfoliated graphene (EG).
Scale bar: 6 mm. (b) Schematic 2D model representing the resulting
interactions during infiltration. As suggested in the graph, the
interaction energy between nanomaterial (NM) and substrate (ZnO
or NM) is locally decreased after the NM has attached to ZnO. As a
result, additional NMs favor attachment to other noncoated areas of
the ZnO surface. (c) After infiltration and evaporation of the solvent,
the nanomaterials assemble on the template surface, as shown in the
SEM image for EG sheets on a ZnO microrod. (d) Photograph of the
setup for in situ measurement of the electrical resistance of the ZnO
template during infiltration with EG dispersion. (e) Resistance of the
template during infiltration and subsequent drying process. After ∼3 h
of medium evaporation, the resistance drops strongly by a few orders
of magnitude, indicating the formation of conductive paths by
assembly of graphene sheets on the template surface.
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Naturally, the maximum volume of infiltrated dispersion is
equal to the free volume of the template.
After the network is filled with the nanomaterial dispersion,
the solvent evaporates, which results in a uniform assembly of
the nanomaterials on the surface of the t-ZnO network. While
the presented method represents a simple, yet efficient and
homogeneous wet-chemical coating method, the underlying
physicochemical mechanisms are more complex and require
further clarification. Most importantly, the open framework
structure of the t-ZnO template enables filling of the entire free
space and prevents filtering of the nanomaterials, which is the
first key aspect toward homogeneous deposition of the
nanomaterials on the template surface. Furthermore, as
suggested in the schematic 2D model of a ZnO tetrapod
arm after infiltration (Figure 3b), four different interactions
may be considered to explain the assembly process of the 2D
nanomaterials: solvent−nanomaterial (NM), NM−NM, t-
ZnO−NM, and t-ZnO−solvent. First, the combination of
solvent−nanomaterial and nanomaterial−nanomaterial inter-
actions must allow for a stable and homogeneous dispersion of
the nanomaterials to prevent agglomeration and achieve a
uniform nanomaterial concentration within the entire network
after infiltration. At this point, the entire free volume of the t-
ZnO network is filled with a dispersion of nanomaterials and
the solvent starts to evaporate continuously, leaving increasing
free volume behind.
To ensure uniform assembly of the graphene sheets on the
surface of the t-ZnO network, the t-ZnO−nanomaterial
interaction has to be higher than the nanomaterial−nanoma-
terial interaction. This is illustrated in the proposed schematic
2D model (Figure 3b) and the corresponding graph, which
shows the interaction energy ΔNM−substrate between the
nanomaterial and the substrate along the ZnO microrod.
Upon attachment of a nanomaterial to the t-ZnO surface,
ΔNM−substrate is locally decreased. Therefore, the driving force
for dispersed nanomaterials to attach to noncoated regions of
the t-ZnO surface is larger than the one for attachment to
already deposited nanomaterials. Consequently, the nanoma-
terials assemble uniformly on the template surface and form a
rather homogeneous film, as schematically shown in Figure 3c.
This is confirmed on the representative SEM image in Figure
3c, showing a ZnO microrod covered with a nanoscopic thin
layer formed by assembly of EG sheets. Remarkably, the
micrograph reveals conformation of the sheets even to the
curved surface of the hexagonal ZnO tetrapod arm (Figure S3f,
Supporting Information). Noteworthy, this uniform assembly
indicates a relatively high interface stability between ZnO and
the 2D nanomaterials, which is based on van der Waals
interactions and attractive charge interactions between func-
tional groups attached to the 2D materials and oxygen
vacancies of the surface of ZnO (detailed discussion in the
Supporting Information). Besides the wet-chemical infiltration
with an EG dispersion, the process has also been adopted to a
dispersion of GO sheets. Similarly, the t-ZnO network is
coated homogeneously with a thin layer of GO sheets, as
shown in the SEM images in Figure S3 (Supporting
Information).
To investigate the assembly process of the nanomaterials in
more detail, the resistance of a t-ZnO network was measured
during the infiltration with an EG dispersion (2 mg mL−1) and
during the subsequent evaporation of the solvent (water). As
shown in Figure 3d, the cylindrical sample (height = 6 mm,
diameter = 6 mm) was clamped between two electrodes and a
constant voltage of 1 V was applied. The resulting graph is
presented in Figure 3e and shows the measured resistance as a
function of time. After an initial drop to about 104 Ω during
the infiltration, the resistance increased slowly with progressing
time and reached a maximum of ca. 105 Ω after 3 h. Since the
infiltration of a t-ZnO network with deionized water yielded a
smaller drop in resistance (105 Ω, Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information), the initial conductivity might be partially
attributed to the EG sheets and the few ions which were
present in the aqueous EG dispersion. The subsequent increase
in resistance (from the start of infiltration to around 3 h) can
be explained with progressing evaporation of water and
decreasing number of ions. However, after 3 h, the resistance
decreased drastically by 2 orders of magnitude over the course
of 30 min and saturated at a value of 400 Ω. This measurement
might suggest two conclusions regarding the wet-chemical
assembly of the graphene sheets on the ceramic template. First,
the graphene sheets might not cover the entire surface of the
network immediately after infiltration as the contribution to
the conductivity is mainly attributed to the water (ions). In
other words, most of the graphene sheets stay most likely in
dispersion during the infiltration and contribute only slightly to
the conductivity. Second, with advancing evaporation of water,
more graphene sheets may start to attach to the surface of the
t-ZnO network due to decreasing particle−substrate distance
and increasing substrate−nanomaterial interaction. After 3 h,
the first conductive paths along the entire macroscopic
network are formed, resulting in the steep resistance drop,
which lasts for about 30 min (percolation region). A further
discussion of the nanomaterial assembly process with a
corresponding illustration (Figure S5) is presented in the
Supporting Information.
Importantly, the demonstrated coating process is not limited
to only one infiltration as shown in the example. In fact, several
infiltrations can be carried out (followed by drying) and
enable, in combination with the control over the concentration
of the nanomaterial dispersion, a tunable coverage ranging
from less than a monolayer up to several 100 nm. Besides the
applicability to other dispersions of nanomaterials, the
presented method also allows the combination of different
nanomaterials by successive or simultaneous infiltration.
Microtube-Shaped Aeronetworks of Carbon 2D
Nanomaterials. The introduced macroscopic t-ZnO frame-
work does not only represent an ideal template for wet-
chemical coating with various 2D nanomaterials, but it can also
be easily hydrolyzed by diluted acids.26 In fact, this allows for a
facile fabrication of lightweight (<2 mg cm−3), macroscopic
networks of hollow, interconnected microtubes composed of
2D nanomaterial assemblies, as demonstrated in Figure 4. By
coating of the t-ZnO networks with dispersions of EG or GO
followed by wet-chemical removal of the sacrificial templates
and critical point drying (CPD) of the structures, aeronetworks
of EG (introduced as Aero-EG), GO (Aero-GO), and rGO
(Aero-rGO) were fabricated. For preparation of Aero-rGO, an
additional chemical reduction step in ascorbic acid was carried
out to reduce GO prior to the template removal.
As confirmed by the photograph in Figure 4a, the shape and
size of the t-ZnO template were maintained for the three
different aeronetworks. Furthermore, representative SEM
images of Aero-rGO in Figure 4b,c demonstrate perfect
adoption of the tubular template morphology, while the high-
magnification SEM images (Figure 4d,e) reveal the nanoscopic
wall thickness of the microtubes. The latter can be easily tuned
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between ∼25 nm up to a few 100 nm by increasing the number
of wet-chemical infiltrations. Further reduction of the micro-
tube wall thickness below 25 nm yielded aeromaterials with
insufficient mechanical stability, indicating ∼25 nm as the
critical thickness for mechanically stable networks. It should
also be noted that even nanoscale surface features of t-ZnO
such as ripples (most likely due to step-edge diffusion during
sintering of template) on the tetrapods (Figure 2e) are
adopted and can be observed on the surface of the final hollow
microtubes (Figure S6, Supporting Information), demonstrat-
ing a highly conformant assembly of the 2D nanomaterials on
the surface of t-ZnO.
To date, wet-chemistry approaches for fabrication of 3D
macroscopic structures of 2D nanomaterials mostly rely either
on gelation of precursor solutions followed by freeze drying or
CPD32,33 or on assembly of nanomaterials on sphere-based
templates followed by template removal.34,35 As a result, the
structures either lack sufficient control over morphology and
porosity or possess partially closed pores with inaccessible free
volume, respectively. Additionally, modification of the sample
geometry and size remains a big challenge so far. Using the
demonstrated wet-chemical infiltration method, these prob-
lems can be solved by employing large-scale fabricated
sacrificial templates (Figure S7, Supporting Information)
with tailorable shape, size, and porosity. For instance, the
developed process enables the preparation of macroscopic
aeromaterials with a highly complex shape such as hollow
cylinders with a large aspect ratio (Figure S8, Supporting
Information). Compared to other wet-chemically prepared 3D
structures, the introduced aeronetworks also stand out due to
their highly accessible framework-like structure with inter-
connected, hollow microtubes, making them attractive for a
broad range of applications,36 e.g., gas sensing,6,25 3D cell
scaffolding,23,24 batteries (e.g., lithium−air27), supercapaci-
tors,10,11 and energy harvesting and conversion.37
Besides the general feasibility of the presented method to
fabricate macroscopic 3D networks of various 2D nanomateri-
als, it also allows the preparation of lightweight hybrid
structures by combination of nanomaterials. For instance,
wet-chemical infiltration of a t-ZnO template with an aqueous
dispersion of GO sheets and cellulose nanocrystals (CNC)
followed by chemical reduction in ascorbic acid, template
removal in diluted acid, and CPD yields a microtube-shaped
network constituting a homogeneously interwoven layer of
rGO and CNC (Figure S9, Supporting Information).
Essentially, this can be further expanded to simultaneous or
successive infiltration with different nanomaterial dispersions
and thus enables a high degree of versatility and fabrication of
3D macroscopic networks with tailored properties for various
applications. Furthermore, the aeronetworks can be employed
Figure 4. Aeronetworks of carbon 2D nanomaterials composed of
hollow, interconnected microtubes: (a) Photograph of a sacrificial
template (t-ZnO) and wet-chemically fabricated aeronetworks of
graphene oxide (GO), reduced graphene oxide (rGO), and exfoliated
graphene (EG). Scale bar: 1 cm. (b−e) SEM images of an
ultralightweight Aero-rGO network (<2 mg cm−3). (b, c) Lower-
magnification images show perfect adoption of template morphology.
(d, e) Higher-magnification images reveal nanoscopic wall thickness
of the hollow microtubes.
Figure 5. Structural and chemical characterization of aeronetworks: (a) XPS images of C 1s of Aero-GO, -rGO, and -EG networks, denoted with
corresponding binding peaks. (b) Raman spectra of aeronetworks with respective vibration modes. (c) Low-loss electron energy-loss (EEL) spectra
of Aero-EG, rGO, and graphite reference. (d−f) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of Aero-GO revealing (d, e) seamlike joints
(white arrows) indicating junctions between single rGO sheets and (f) the wrinkled surface morphology of the hollow tubes.
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as templates for in situ growth of nanostructures on the surface
of the microtube-based framework. As a proof of concept,
Aero-GO was decorated with magnetic CoFe2O4 nanoparticles
(NPs) via direct wet-chemical synthesis of the NPs on the
template. The high coverage of the lightweight (<2 mg cm−3)
framework (SEM images in Figure S10, Supporting Informa-
tion) allows guided movement of the aeromagnet by a
permanent magnet, as demonstrated in Video S2 in the
Supporting Information.
Structural and Chemical Characterization. Further
structural and chemical characterization of the fabricated
aeronetworks is presented in Figure 5. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements of Aero-GO (Figure 5a)
reveal four peaks located at 284.6, 286.6, 287.8, and 289.0 eV,
corresponding to CC/C−C in aromatic rings, C−O (alkoxy
and epoxy), CO, and COOH groups.38 As expected, the
pronounced C−O peak reflects the large fraction of oxygen-
containing functional groups in Aero-GO. After reduction in
ascorbic acid for 48 h, the intensity of the C−O peak was
clearly decreased for Aero-rGO (Figure 5a), revealing partial
reduction of Aero-GO. Further evidence for successful
chemical reduction via ascorbic acid is the color change of
the sample from brown (Aero-GO) to dark (Aero-rGO), as
also shown in Figure 4a. Similarly, the XPS images for Aero-
EG (Figure 5a) show a decreased intensity of the C−O peak
compared to Aero-GO, which indicates a smaller fraction of
oxygen-containing functional groups. However, the sample
seems to contain a considerable amount of oxygen, which
might be related to the preparation of the graphene dispersion
via electrochemical exfoliation. During this process,39 partial
oxidation of graphite by OH radicals occurs, leading to a slight
oxidation of the final graphene sheets especially on the edges of
the flakes.
In addition to the XPS measurements, the aeronetworks
were also characterized by Raman spectroscopy using a 532.2
nm laser with a spot size of ∼1.41 μm. As shown in Figure S11
(Supporting Information), the characteristic t-ZnO modes do
not appear in the spectra of the three aeronetworks,
emphasizing complete removal of the sacrificial template. In
the Raman spectra of Aero-GO, Aero-rGO, and Aero-EG
(Figure 5b), three main bands can be observed: The D band
(1340 cm−1) which corresponds to the breathing mode of sp2
carbon atoms in aromatic rings and is only activated in the
presence of disorder; the G band (1580 cm−1) which
originates from in-plane bond-stretching motion of pairs of
carbon sp2 carbon atoms; and the 2D band (2680 cm−1, also
called G′ band) which is the second order of zone-boundary
phonons.40,41 Since the D band is especially prominent in the
Raman spectra of Aero-GO and Aero-rGO, a relatively high
degree of disorder is present in these aeronetworks. This
results from symmetry breaking in the carbon honeycomb
lattice, most likely induced by functionalization of graphene
with various oxygen-containing groups and the associated
change in carbon hybridization from sp2 to sp3.42,43 In
comparison to Aero-GO and Aero-rGO, the D band of
Aero-EG is clearly less pronounced, accompanied by a lower
intensity ratio of D and G bands. This indicates a considerably
lower degree of defects in Aero-EG. It should be noted that the
D band may also be partially attributed to edges of the
graphene (oxide) sheets since the spot size of the laser (∼1.41
μm) is larger than the average lateral size of the GO and EG
sheets (∼500 nm). In addition to the strong D band, the
Raman spectra (Figure 5b) reveals a decrease in the intensity
ratio of the D and G band for Aero-rGO compared to Aero-
GO. This may not be expected as the partial elimination of
functional groups should lead to partial restoration of sp2
hybridization and, thus, reduction of disorder. However, a
similar trend after reduction of GO has also been reported in
several other works, which is mostly explained by a numeric
increase of sp2 domains at smaller overall size.44,45 On the
other hand, it is argued that the intensity ratio of D and G
bands cannot be compared between the two states as only rGO
corresponds to a graphene-like state while GO is in an
amorphous state.44,46,47 Finally, the Raman spectra also reveal
that the intensity ratio of the 2D band and the band at 2940
cm−1 is considerably increased for Aero-EG compared to Aero-
GO and Aero-rGO, which indicates a higher degree of
graphitization.44,48
To investigate the electronic structure of the fabricated
aeronetworks, electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS)
measurements were performed on the samples (Figure 5c).
Compared to the graphite reference,49 the spectra of Aero-EG
and Aero-rGO also exhibit the characteristic σ* and π* peaks
(denoted in Figure 5c).50 However, the latter is less
pronounced and, thus, indicates a smaller fraction of sp2
hybridization compared to graphite (or graphene) due to
partial breaking of the aromatic ring structure by chemically
attached functional oxygen-containing groups. As expected, the
Figure 6. Electrical conductivity of macroscopic ZnO-EG composites and Aero-EG: (a) Conductivity of EG-coated t-ZnO networks as a function
of EG concentration. Percolation within the ZnO network occurs at a low EG concentration of about 1 mg cm−3, which corresponds to a volume
percentage of 0.05%. The electrical conductivity of Aero-EG (4 mg cm−3) is presented as well. (b) Plot of the electrical properties of wet-chemically
fabricated graphene−polymer composites, adapted from ref 54. The results for the EG composites from this work are indicated with the red stars.
The list of all composites with corresponding references from this graph is shown in Table S1 (Supporting Information).
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π* peak is even less distinct for Aero-GO since this sample
possesses the highest concentration of functional groups,
resulting in a lower percentage of π bonds compared to Aero-
rGO and Aero-EG. Furthermore, the wall thickness of the
hollow interconnected microtubes was determined by means
of the log-ratio method,51 yielding an average thickness of ∼25
nm for all three aeronetworks (density <2 mg cm−3). This
result confirms the successful fabrication of hierarchical, highly
porous (>99.9%) networks which are composed of hollow
microtubes with nanoscopic wall thickness. The transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) image of Aero-GO (Figure 5d)
reveals a wrinkled surface of the hollow GO tube, which has
also been found for Aero-rGO and Aero-EG and is a
characteristic feature for wet-chemically assembled net-
works.18,21,52 Additionally, the high-magnification micrographs
in Figure 5e,f show seamlike defects (marked by arrows),
which may represent junctions between single GO sheets.53
Conductivity of 3D Graphene Networks. Since the
prepared EG networks exhibit the highest conductivity
compared to the GO and rGO frameworks, their electrical
properties were characterized in more detail. In particular,
several t-ZnO templates (porosity ∼94%) were coated with
increasing graphene concentration (ranging from 0.25 to 16
mg cm−3) by changing either the concentration of EG
dispersion or the number of wet-chemical infiltrations.
Afterwards, the resistance of these networks was measured
(see Methods for more details), giving rise to the calculated
conductivity as a function of the graphene concentration in
Figure 6a.
While the networks are not conductive for graphene
concentrations below ∼0.5 mg cm−3, a strong increase in
conductivity by several orders of magnitude occurs at ∼1 mg
cm−3, indicating percolation by formation of conductive
pathways within the entire macroscopic network. In other
words, the highly porous framework becomes already
conductive at a threshold concentration as low as 0.05 vol%
of EG. To put this result in perspective, the plot in Figure 6b
compares values obtained for the composites presented here
with the ones for other wet-chemically prepared graphene−
polymer composites. To the best of our knowledge, the
percolation threshold of 0.05 vol% is one of the lowest ever
reported for graphene-based composites fabricated by means
Figure 7. Long-term compression cycles of carbon aeronetworks: (a) Normalized compressive stress (at 7% strain) versus density for Aero-GO,
-rGO, and -EG at different deformation rates. Stress−strain curves of (b) Aero-rGO (14 mg cm−3) and (c) Aero-GO (18 mg cm−3) for up to
10 000 compression cycles. (d) Height retention, (e) reduction of maximum compressive stress, and (f) work done by compression of Aero-GO
and Aero-rGO during repeated compression at a strain of 33%. The inset photographs in (e) show one compression cycle of Aero-rGO (14 mg
cm−3) at 33% strain with complete recovery.
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of wet chemistry. On top of that, the here presented networks
have a remarkably high conductivity at relatively low EG
concentrations, e.g., 8 S m−1 for Aero-EG with a density of 4
mg cm−3. Astonishingly, the EG composites even outperform
most of the wet-chemically prepared CNT−polymer compo-
sites55 despite the commonly larger aspect ratios of CNTs. The
ultralow percolation threshold and high conductivity can be
attributed to the unique morphology of the t-ZnO networks,
consisting of interconnected microrods which represent highly
efficient conductive pathways with extremely high aspect ratios
after deposition of conductive 2D nanomaterials. Therefore, a
low coverage of conductive nanomaterials (i.e., EG sheets) is
sufficient to reach the percolation threshold, while most other
wet-chemical fabrication methods require much higher
graphene loadings as they commonly rely on direct dispersion
of GO sheets in the polymer matrices followed by reduction,
resulting in larger fractions of isolated graphene sheets which
cannot contribute to electrical conduction.56,57 Considering
these remarkable electrical properties in combination with the
large accessible surface area, the aeronetworks are also
promising candidates for applications in the field of electro-
chemical energy storage, enabling fast charge−discharge
rates.58 It should be noted that the aeromaterials could reach
extremely high gravimetric capacities, but generally pose a
challenge of reduced volumetric capacity due to the low tap
density. To tackle this problem, the density of the
aeromaterials could be increased by compression or by
decreasing the porosity of the employed t-ZnO templates.
Finally, the t-ZnO/EG networks can easily be processed into
graphene−polymer composites, e.g., by infiltration with
poly(dimethylsiloxane) followed by curing and removal of t-
ZnO in diluted acid (to be discussed in more detail in a
separate work).
Long-Term Compression Cycling of Aeronetworks.
To investigate the mechanical stability of the aeronetworks,
compression cycling tests were carried out with up to 10 000
cycles. Figure 7a shows the normalized compressive stress (at
7% strain) for Aero-rGO, Aero-GO, and Aero-EG as a function
of the density of the networks. Evidently, the compressive
stress increases linearly with the density of the samples,
indicating increasing stiffness of the macroscopic networks
originating from rising wall thickness of the hollow microtubes.
Furthermore, altering the deformation rate by 1 order of
magnitude (80−800 μm s−1) did not cause any significant
change in compressive stress, which confirms similar
observations reported previously.15,59 The plot in Figure 7a
also reveals a clear difference in the slope of the linear fits for
the three different aeronetworks, with the steepest one
corresponding to Aero-rGO, followed by Aero-GO and
Aero-EG. The lowest mechanical strength of Aero-EG might
be related to a slightly less uniform assembly of the graphene
sheets on the sacrificial template compared to the GO sheets,
resulting in a lower mechanical stability of the assembled layer.
The distinctly higher compressive strength of Aero-rGO
compared to Aero-GO is most likely linked to increased van
der Waals interaction between the rGO sheets after the
chemical reduction of GO in ascorbic acid since the preceding
wet-chemical infiltration and the resulting assembly process of
the GO sheets are same for Aero-GO and Aero-rGO.
The observed differences in compressive strength between
the three aeronetworks are also reflected in the results of
compression cycling tests, which were carried out on the
samples for up to 10 000 cycles and 33% compressive strain.
While Aero-EG already collapses after the first cycles, Aero-
rGO (14 mg cm−3, Figure 7b) and Aero-GO (18 mg cm−3,
Figure 7c) demonstrate mechanical stability during the long-
term cycling (compression of Aero-rGO in Video S3,
Supporting Information), albeit the aeronetworks do not
completely recover after 10 000 cycles (height retention in
Figure 7d). The stress−strain curves show hysteresis loops
which indicate the viscoelastic properties of the aeronetworks,
a typical phenomenon observed for almost all compressible
carbon foams.60,61 In principle, the mechanical response during
the loading process is characterized by two stages: a linear-
elastic regime corresponding to elastic buckling at the central
joint of the hollow tetrapods or along the tetrapod arms and a
nonlinear regime with increasing slope due to densification of
the network. In fact, in situ SEM measurements demonstrate
either bending of a hollow rGO microtube at the central joint
(Figure S12 and Video S4, Supporting Information) or
bending of the hollow tube itself (Figure S13 and Video S5,
Supporting Information) induced by a micromanipulator,
followed by fast recovery to the original state. Similar
mechanisms have already been reported by Falvo et al.62 for
multiwalled CNTs and have previously been shown for similar
tubular structures grown by CVD.63 To achieve elastic
recovery after compression, the deformation of the micro-
tube-shaped network (i.e., buckling/bending of tubes) must be
reversible. In other words, during unloading, the stored elastic
energy has to overcome the intersheet van der Waals
adhesion,15,64 acting, e.g., between bent hollow microtubes. It
is suggested that the elastic restoring force of the tubular Aero-
rGO and Aero-GO networks is not only enhanced with
increasing wall thickness of the microtubes but also by the
formation of nanosails between individual tubes (Figure S14,
Supporting Information). As observed in the experiments,
these nanosails occur increasingly for growing network density
and arise from the assembly process of the GO sheets (for a
more detailed discussion of the assembly process, see the
Supporting Information). However, the graph in Figure 7d
reveals that the deformation of Aero-rGO and Aero-GO is not
purely elastic but also contains a plastic contribution, indicated
by the decreasing height retention with the number of
compression cycles. After a considerable decrease during the
first 2000 cycles, the aeronetworks stabilize and retain 55%
(Aero-rGO) and 37% (Aero-GO) of their original height after
10 000 cycles at 33% compressive strain. Plastic deformation
may occur by buckling and bending of the hollow microtubes,
which can ultimately lead to the formation of cracks at the
joints (Figure S12e, Supporting Information) or pinning of the
deformed state by van der Waals adhesion. The initial decrease
in the maximum compressive stress by about 20% of the
aeronetworks after 1000 cycles (Figure 7e) confirms the
assumption that most of the plastic deformation occurs within
the first 1000−2000 cycles. However, it should be emphasized
that the plastic deformation is not necessarily irreversible since
the duration of half a compression cycle might not be sufficient
to allow complete recovery of all pinned states to their original
states.
As shown in Figure 7f, the work done by compression drops
strongly between the first and the 1000th cycle (from 2.5 to
0.75 kJ m−3). This might be related to the discussed partial
plastic deformation of the macroscopic aeronetworks, leading
to decreased height of the samples and less required work for
further compression cycles. Recently, Wang et al.65 have
studied the energy dissipative mechanisms for graphene foams
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experimentally and theoretically on the scale of graphene
sheets and proposed that the mentioned buckling and bending
of the hollow microtubes is essentially the result of rippling,
sliding, and impacting of the constituent sheets.65
Despite the incomplete recovery, the aeronetworks demon-
strate a remarkable mechanical stability sustaining 10 000
compression cycles at relatively large strain, especially given
that the lightweight frameworks (>99% porosity) are prepared
wet-chemically by assembly of individual 2D nanomaterials,
which only interact via van der Waals forces. In contrast to
many other existing approaches,61,64,66 no further chemical
modification such as cross-linking was employed to enhance
the mechanical properties.
■ CONCLUSIONS
A simple, versatile, as well as scalable method for the wet-
chemical assembly of 2D carbon nanomaterials into microtube-
based, macroscopic 3D networks with tailorable density,
porosity (up to 99.9%), shape, and size was introduced.
Owing to its simplicity, the approach also allows for a
combination of various nanomaterials to form freestanding,
lightweight (<2 mg cm−3) hybrid networks. Electrical
characterization of the networks revealed an ultralow
percolation threshold of the composites (0.05 vol%) and
notably high conductivity (8 S m−1 at 4 mg cm−3), which even
outperform most CNT−polymer composites in terms of
electrical properties. This represents a big advantage compared
to CNT-based composites given the generally reported higher
biocompatibility of graphene, making them also attractive for
biomedical applications. Long-term compression cycling of the
aeronetworks demonstrates their remarkable fatigue resistance
sustaining 10 000 compression cycles, even though no
chemical cross-linking is employed. Considering the constantly
improving synthesis methods of 2D nanomaterial dispersions,
the presented approach could be adapted to other 2D
nanomaterials such as transition-metal dichalcogenides or
MXenes and pave the way for fabrication of a large variety
of macroscopic aeronetworks with tailorable properties. This is
highly relevant for various applications such as batteries,
supercapacitors, 3D cell scaffolds, gas sensors, and filters, which
require macroscopic sample dimensions with a defined shape,
size, as well as micro- and nanostructures.
■ METHODS
Fabrication of Carbon 2D Nanomaterial Dispersions.
Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared according to previously reported
procedures.67,68 Afterward, the as-produced GO was dispersed in
water via tip sonication to achieve homogeneous and stable
dispersions. Aqueous dispersions of electrochemically exfoliated
graphene (EG) were kindly provided by Sixonia Tech GmbH and
used without further modification.
Fabrication of Aeromaterials. First, tetrapodal zinc oxide (t-
ZnO) microparticles were prepared using the flame transport
synthesis, which is described in detail elsewhere.29,31 In brief, a
mixture of poly(vinyl butyral) and zinc powder with a grain size of 1−
5 μm (mass ratio, 2:1) was heated in a muffle furnace for 30 min at
900 °C (heating rate, 60 °C min−1). The obtained loose t-ZnO
powder was pressed into cylindrical pellets (6 mm diameter, 6 mm
height) and sintered at 1150 °C for 5 h, resulting in a network of
interconnected ZnO tetrapods. To coat the t-ZnO template with the
carbon 2D nanomaterials, aqueous dispersions of exfoliated graphene
(EG) or graphene oxide (GO) (each 2 mg mL−1) were dribbled on
the ceramic template (94% porosity) to fill the free volume until no
further dispersion was taken up. Afterward, the infiltrated t-ZnO
network was dried at 50 °C for 4 h to allow evaporation of the solvent
(water) and simultaneous deposition of the nanomaterials on the
surface of the template. For preparation of a t-ZnO network coated
with reduced GO (rGO), GO sheets are first deposited on the
template and subsequently reduced by immersion in diluted L-
ascorbic acid (0.1 mg mL−1) for 24 h (at 50 °C). Then, the sample
was washed thoroughly in deionized water. After deposition of the
respective nanomaterials, the sacrificial template was etched wet-
chemically in diluted HCl (1 M) for 24 h, washed in water and
absolute ethanol, and dried by critical point drying using an EMS
3000.
Characterization of t-ZnO Networks and Aeromaterials.
SEM analysis was performed with a Zeiss Supra 55VP. For TEM
characterization, an FEI Tecnai F30 G2 STwin was used. The
macroscopic aeromaterials were carefully tapped with a TEM grid to
transfer individual microtubes onto the grid. The electronic structure
was characterized by electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) using
a GIF Quantum/Enfina energy analyzer. Raman spectra were
recorded using an alpha300 RA (WITec) microscope with a triple
grating spectrometer (600 g mm−1) and a charge-coupled device
detector. The excitation wavelength of the laser was 532.2 nm, and
the laser spot size on the sample was ∼1.41 μm with a maximum
power of 52 mW. XPS (Omicron Nanotechnology GmbH) spectra
were charge-referenced based on the C 1s line of aliphatic carbon at
285.0 eV and analyzed using the software CasaXPS.
For electrical characterization of the t-ZnO/EG networks and
Aero-EG, the samples were mounted between two aluminum
electrodes (Figure 3d) and conductive silver paste was used to
enhance the electrical contact. The current−voltage characteristics
were recorded using a Keithley 6400 sourcemeter in the two-wire
sensing mode. For the in situ measurement of the resistance during
infiltration of a t-ZnO network with an EG dispersion, the t-ZnO was
first mounted between the electrodes as described above. Then, a
constant voltage of 1 V was applied and the current was measured
during the subsequent infiltration process. The resistance was
calculated from the obtained data.
Compression cycling of the aeromaterials was performed using a
self-built setup consisting of a Ma ̈rzha ̈user Wetzlar HS 6.3
micromanipulator and a force sensor (burster, type 9235/36),
which were controlled by a self-written LabView program.
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